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letter from CHAIRMAN

W

hen I was
29 I went
to my first ever
seminar called
“Introduction to
Sales.”

More than the sales
principles, what
I really got from
that seminar was
a thirst for “self
improvement.” And the number one source
of self improvement - Books!

editor’s note
Elder Robert D. Hales
An apostle of the Lord Jesus
Christ, Elder Hales teaches us
“Learn principles of avoiding debt,
discerning between needs and wants,
and living close to God in order to be
provident providers both spiritually
and temporally.”

Of all the books I have ever read on increasing your
financial knowledge ‘Rich Dad Poor Dad’ rocks as
number one. Here is why I recommend it:

Rich Dad Poor Dad

What the Rich Teach Their Kids
About Money that the Poor and
Middle Class Do Not!
Rich Dad Poor Dad, the #1 Personal Finance book
of all time, tells the story of Robert Kiyosaki and his
two dads—his real father and the father of his best
friend, his rich dad—and the ways in which both men
shaped his thoughts about money and investing.
The book explodes the myth that you need to earn
a high income to be rich and explains the difference
between working for money and having your money
work for you.
Robert Kiyosaki, author of Rich Dad Poor Dad - the
international runaway bestseller that has held a top
spot on the New York Times bestsellers list for over
six years - is an investor, entrepreneur and educator
whose perspectives on money and investing often fly
in the face of conventional wisdom. He has, virtually
single-handedly, challenged and changed the way
tens of millions, around the world, think about money.
In communicating his point of view on why ‘old’
advice - get a good job, save money, get out of debt,
invest for the long term, and diversify - is ‘bad’ (both
obsolete and flawed) advice, Robert has earned a
reputation for straight talk, irreverence and courage.q
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Editor
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Peter Skoludek
Photographer
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Proof Reader
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Launching Leaders Graduate

Dave Hemi

dial-a-brick-pillar concept
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D

ave Hemi finished third equal at
the Launching Leaders Hamilton
2015 course run July through to
September. His business idea was a
‘dial-a-brick-pillar’ concept, where a
builder can get a pre-built brick pillar
by calling Dave’s number.

The concept solves the labour and weather
issues that can get in the way of a quick and
beautiful fence build.
Dave says “I had this business idea bouncing
around in my head for ten plus years. I had
never written a business plan before. I had
never put any financials next to it. I previously
was never even able to describe the idea in its
entirety to anyone.
“After the 12 week Launching Leaders course,
I was able to change all that. Now it’s not only
looking like a viable business, I also have a
very clear action plan to make it all a reality. I
am now taking a giant leap, yea a massive leap
forward.
You see the trick is, like Laurence said; ‘You
need to be out there running, in order to trip
over any opportunity.’
“I don’t know about other people on the
course, but I stayed up late to get the
assignments done, and it has really paid off
now because I have all the tools I need.
“There are spiritual reasons for becoming

financially independent, and I’d really like to
be in a better position to serve others. Thanks
to the Launching Leaders course, I got the
encouragement I needed to learn that there
is an inspired pathway to success which I can
follow.
“I didn’t actually win Launching Leaders but I
feel like I did because of the confidence boost
I got just from participating. Once I’d done my
business presentation. People were genuinely
interested in my idea.
“I didn’t win the iPad but I got a book called
the ‘Go-Giver’ by Bob Burg and John David
Mann. I loved that book and read it the next
day and just couldn’t put it down.
“I have a target to kick off in the new financial
year, that’s my deadline. I need to do some
product development. I need to find some
customers, and I’ve been doing that. If you
have a good product and you have customers,
getting lift-off is easy.
“In the 12 weeks of the course I have done
more to work on myself and my business plan,
than in the last 10 years. My biggest hurdle
was overcoming my own self-doubt."q
David Hemi
davidhemi@hotmail.com
021 0253 1766
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Robert Kiyosaki asks the question;

“Can you make

a better hamburger
than McDonalds?”
You can?

...Then why is McDonalds making more money than you?

T

he difference between you and
McDonalds is: They are better at
selling than you are.

Robert Kiyosaki, the bestselling author of
Rich Dad Poor Dad goes on to say, “The most
important specialized skills you can learn for
success in business and in life are: Sales and
Marketing.
“It’s the ability to sell - to communicate to
another human being - be it a customer, an
employee, a boss, a spouse or child - that is the
base skill of personal success.”
Communication skills such as
• Writing
• Speaking
• Negotiating
…are crucial to a life of success.
Kip Whipperman of Vivint NZ an LDS sales
company based in the US but now with an
office here in Hamilton, teaches these very
skills that could easily catapult you to a life of
success.
Nothing happens in a business until a sale is
made. And anyone that can consistently use
their personal negotiation skills to reach a win/
win situation, is a valuable member of any
business and is often the highest paid person
in that organization.
Kip and Vivint NZ are offering this valuable
training and a fast track to financial success
and leadership. Sure you have to work, but the
rewards are available to those that want to
‘earn while they learn.’
Maybe you are a student or you are looking for
a second income. Over the spring and summer
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Kip is recruiting sales staff, management staff
and installers to take the latest technology in
security systems to the average kiwi.
He uses a tried and proven sales system selling
a security solution which allows the average
kiwi to watch their house, car and/or valuables
in real time, from their smart phone via a
motion detector.
It’s a ground floor opportunity to get swept
along in the rush for kiwi homeowners to
protect their property. “Pawan Prabhakar is
my top rookie rep. Last year (his first) he made
$75,000,” explains Kip.
Give Kip a call to start talking about what your
life will be like at the top. He invites people
who are interested, to an ‘opportunity meeting’
usually Wednesday nights at 7:30-8:30 pm. “I
have pizza, drinks, and prizes. I prefer taking
individuals out to get to know them,” he
concludes.q
Kip Whipperman
022 164 3201
kip.whipperman@vivint.com

You
cannot do
ordinary
things
and expect
extraordinary
results

vivint.com
vivint.co.nz

Pawan Prabhakar of Auckland celebrates with
his family at a Vivint awards night :: 210 sales in
2014.

*Laurence says “This is seriously worth
watching.” From Vivint Sales Rep to Rapt
Studio President - The Cory Sistrunk Story

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=xwUvxJGsDsU&feature=youtu.be
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Our Day Starts
When Your Day Ends

J

ohn Meilak Turner is
a Senior Fingerprint
Officer for the Police.
He grew up in the church
and you may remember
his dad as a regional
representative back in
the 80’s.
After a mission to the
Philippines John wanted to
be a pilot in the Air Force.
So once he had completed
officer training, he went to
pilot training at Wigram in
Christchurch. After a check
flight John was called into
the squadron leader’s office
and he was told he couldn’t
continue pilot training, as he
wasn’t learning fast enough.
Subsequently, in 1990 his
mum saw an advert in the
paper for a Fingerprint Trainee
for the police. Not a sworn
position but working as a
specialist for the police. John
has now been there for 25
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years.
During his career he decided
to transfer to Auckland,
where he was involved in lots
of serious crimes, the type
associated with large cities.
Most of his work is involved
in the office or the lab making
identifications. John also
reviews old unsolved cases
and has had a number of
papers published.
As part of the job John was
also on the National Disaster
Victim Identification Team for
nine years. He has travelled
internationally identifying
victims of fires, earthquakes
and other disasters.
Although the job involves a bit
of gore sometimes, John finds
it very satisfying helping to
identify victims of disasters
and crimes - identifying
deceased people that may
otherwise never have been
identified. Returning them to
their loved ones is a rewarding

feeling for John.
“A major operation always
includes a debrief later with
psychologists, to make sure
we are handling the job ok.
Obviously death can be a bit
messy, but I remind myself
that the mortal body is a
temporary thing in the eternal
perspective. I don’t really
allow myself to ‘feel down’ in
that regard. I actually do love
this job. I have been offered
similar jobs overseas, but I
love New Zealand and don’t
want to leave here.”
John’s wife Georgina also
works for the police in
electronic crime, including
forensics. She is the acting
boss in her section. John and
Georgina met while playing
pool, both waiting for an
Institute class in Auckland in
1993.
John has received a couple of
medals and commendations
over the years, but getting a

‘positive result’ on a crime or
identifying a deceased person
is the most satisfying and
rewarding part of his job.
John’s job has afforded him
the time and opportunity to
learn and compete with his
family in Karate, Muay Thai,
Kendo, Brazilian Jujitsu,
Fencing, Cycling, Running,
Triathlon, Motorcycle Racing
[rides a CBR1000RR] and

Photography. His favourite
pastime he says, “Is spending
time with my wife. Yes, we do
talk shop sometimes.”
John has also spent time as an
extra in movies such as ‘Lord
of the Rings’ and The Lion
the Witch and the Wardrobe.
“CS Lewis has been a great
inspiration to me,” he says.
“Working hard and being in
the right place at the right

time, plus being a returned
missionary helped me get
my job, by giving me the
confidence to walk forward
in faith.” John’s favourite
scripture is 2 Timothy 4:7 - I
have fought a good fight, I
have finished my course, I
have kept the faith.q
John Meilak Turner
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Dessert is
Bad for You Right?
Wrong… it all depends on the ingredients

W

hat if you eat a dessert that is
made with natural ingredients
including raw, organic fruits,
fats, sugars and superfoods? What if all
the ingredients are healthy?
If you listen to the father of modern medicine
Hypocrites’, and “Let food be your medicine
and medicine be your food,” you would realize
that a healthy dessert should be part of your
wellness strategy.

Eating healthy desserts should be part of a
well thought out personal strategic health
plan. Eating well is an integral factor in
looking, feeling and performing at your best.
New nutritional evidence shows that you
don’t get fat by consuming dietary fats. You
get fat by eating carbohydrates that are too
quickly absorbed into the blood stream. The
speed of absorption means you can spike
your blood sugar levels too hard and too
more...

CARROT &
CINNAMON FUSION
A delicious moist “Carrot Cake”
with a hint of orange, a touch
of spice, and finished off with
luscious lemon frosting.
100% NATURAL INGREDIENTS:
dates, cashews, carrot, almonds,
lemon juice, coconut milk,
coconut oil, cacao butter,
coconut, lemon zest, lemon
essential oil, orange essential
oil, cinnamon essential oil.
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quickly, resulting in a corresponding insulin
spike leading to belly fat.
Your insulin will not spike as sharply when you
eat naturally occurring carbohydrate sources,
like raw unprocessed maple syrup, dates,
coconut sugar or sometimes raw honey. New
evidence also reveals how naturally occurring
fats like coconut oil, butter, cream, avocado and
olive oil make you younger, more flexible and
supple. These healthy fats also support healthy
hormone production, plus nerve and brain
development.
Laelle Woodham lives in Melbourne and when
she went out for dinner with friends she was
fed up with feeling sick and sluggish after
eating dessert. You know what it’s like… in a
social situation! You want to join in the fun of
dessert but you don’t want the ‘spare tyre’ that
could result.
So she decided to make her own desserts.
She used sensible naturally occurring foods
and superfoods instead of the norm, which
is; highly processed starches and refined
sugars with added emulsifiers, stabilizers,
preservatives and other chemicals you can’t
pronounce. These desserts proved to be a huge
hit with her friends. Laelle realized the fact
that ‘her unique style of desserts’ was both
‘nutritionally beneficial and delicious to the
taste’.

Following that, Laelle attended a ‘Start
& Grow Your Own Business’ program run
by the Self-reliance Centre of the LDS
church, in her stake. She quickly realized
she could actually leverage her fun
hobby into a fun earner.
So she started a business called Sollus. Guiltfree desserts made from
100% WHOLEsome natural and raw
ingredients that are even more delicious than
they look. And they look pretty fabulous.
Sollus makes desserts to order for cafes and
small grocery chain stores. You can even buy
directly from her website. Here are her three
top performers:

1
2
3
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Lemon & Fig Friendship
Raspberry Glory
Salted Caramel Beginnings

Sollus serves the Melbourne area at the
moment, but Laelle has plans to go Australia
wide within two years. She is not sure when
she is coming to New Zealand.
Laelle says, “The Start & Grow Your Own
Business Program was exactly what I needed
at the time.” Now her business shows every
sign of success and we wish her the best as she
goes forward in faith.
Her biggest supporters have been her family,
particularly her husband David.
Laelle also adds, “It was through the Start &
Grow Your Own Business Program that we
learned to invite the spirit into our planning
meetings. We would pray about our agenda
each day. We also consecrated our efforts
each day to maximize our time and resources.
The Lord blessed us, just like he says in the
Doctrine and Covenants “And it is my purpose
to provide for my saints, for all things are mine.
D&C 104:15 q
Laelle Woodham
Sollus
sollus.com.au
0406 873 038 (Aust)

1
Lemon & Fig
Friendship
A delicate fusion of lemon and
fig bursting with flavour, that will
leave you feeling refreshed and
satisfied.
100% NATURAL INGREDIENTS:
cashews, figs, lemon juice, coconut
milk, coconut oil, cacao butter, lemon
zest, walnuts, maple syrup, vanilla,
lemon essential oil.

2
Raspberry Glory
Raspberry & chocolate, this
winning sensation comes with a
smooth creamy raspberry centre,
over a delicious chocolate fudge
base, finished with a thin layer of
raw ganache chocolate.
100% NATURAL INGREDIENTS:
raspberries, cashews, dates, maple
syrup, coconut oil, cacao butter, cacao,
coconut.

3
Salted Caramel
Beginnings
SOLLUS’ famous Caramel
Beginnings is a mouth-watering
combination of smooth soft
caramel on a delicious nut base,
with a hint of ginger, drizzled
with rich fine dark velvety raw
chocolate.
100% NATURAL INGREDIENTS: maple
syrup, coconut oil, cashews, almonds,
sesame seeds, dates, cacao, cacao
butter, vanilla, salt, ginger essential
oil.
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